Quantum fidelity is a measure to quantify the closeness of two quantum states. In an operational sense, it is defined as the minimal overlap between the probability distributions of measurement outcomes and the minimum is taken over all possible positive-operator valued measures (POVMs). Quantum fidelity has been investigated in various scientific fields, but the identification of associated optimal measurements has often been overlooked despite its great importance for practical purposes. We find here the optimal POVMs for quantum fidelity between multi-mode Gaussian states in a closed analytical form. Our general finding is specified for selected single-mode Gaussian states of particular interest and we identify three types of optimal measurements: a number-resolving detection, a projection on the eigenbasis of operatorxp +px, and a quadrature detection, each of which is applied to distinct types of single-mode Gaussian states. We also show the equivalence between optimal measurements for quantum fidelity and those for quantum parameter estimation, enabling one to easily find the optimal measurements for displacement, phase, squeezing, and loss parameter estimations using Gaussian states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantification of the similarity of quantum states is of utmost importance in quantum information processing such as quantum error correction and quantum communication [1] [2] [3] [4] . There are various measures of the closeness of two quantum states such as trace distance [5] , quantum Chernoff bound [6, 7] , and quantum relative entropy [9] . Among the diverse measures, one of the most common measures is quantum fidelity [8] . Theoretically, it is defined as the minimal overlap of the probability distributions obtained by an optimal positive-operator valued measure (POVM) performed on two states. It has also been widely employed to verify how close actual states are to target states in experiments [10] [11] [12] , practically assessing quantum information processing protocols such as quantum teleportation [13] [14] [15] [16] and quantum cloning [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . It has been known that the quantum fidelity not only plays a crucial role in quantum parameter estimation [5, 22] , but also sets a bound for quantum hypothesis testing [5, 23] and quantum Chernoff bound [6, 7] .
In general, quantum fidelity can be measured in two different, but equivalent ways in an experiment: One from the full knowledge of two quantum states, and the other from the probability distributions obtained by an optimal POVM. The first approach is experimentally very demanding due to the requirement of full state tomography, which necessitates a number of measurement * v55ohv@snu.ac.kr † changhyoup.lee@gmail.com settings and computationally laborious post-processing for high-dimensional states. The second approach, on the other hand, requires one to measure just the probability distributions with an optimally chosen POVM. The latter is thus more preferred and illustrated in Fig. 1 . The experimental evaluation of quantum fidelity is straightforwardly attainable as long as the optimal measurement is known and experimentally implementable. One could employ alternative approaches that have been proposed to directly measure quantum fidelity between two quantum states [24] [25] [26] [27] , but they are not universal to systems and even require an interaction between the states to be involved. Therefore, finding optimal measurements for quantum fidelity offers the simplest way to efficiently measure quantum fidelity.
One useful platform for quantum information processing is continuous variable systems, such as optical fields with indefinite photon numbers [3] . Especially, bosonic Gaussian states are practical resources because they are relatively less demanding to generate and manipulate in experiments [3, [28] [29] [30] [31] . Due to the importance of quantum fidelity between Gaussian states, there have been numerous attempts to find the analytical formula between constrained Gaussian states [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , but only recently two arbitrary Gaussian states have been implemented in a computable analytical formula of quantum fidelity [41] . One may experimentally measure the quantum fidelity between Gaussian states with the optimal POVM, but the optimal measurement setting has not yet been found although a general method of finding the optimal measurement for two given quantum states is known [42] .
In this work, we find the optimal POVMs, in a closed analytical form, enabling to measure quantum fidelity between two multi-mode Gaussian states. Such general form of optimal POVMs allows us to classify optimal measurements for quantum fidelity between two singlemode Gaussian states of particular interest. In addition, we demonstrate the equivalence between optimal measurements for quantum fidelity and those for quantum Fisher information, upon which we discuss quantum parameter estimation in the context of single-mode Gaussian metrology, such as displacement estimation [45, 48] , phase estimation [45, 46, 48] , squeezing parameter estimation [45, 48] , and loss parameter estimation [45, 47] .
II. OPTIMAL POVM FOR QUANTUM FIDELITY
Let us consider two distinct probability distributions p 0 (x) and p 1 (x) with possible outcomes x. One notable measure of statistical distinguishability of these distributions is the Bhattacharyya coefficient [2, 42, 43 ],
This quantity takes the maximum value of 1 if and only if two given probability distributions are equivalent, i.e., p 0 (x) = p 1 (x) for all possible outcomes x. This notion of distinguishability has been extended to quantum regime by minimizing over all possible POVMs {Ê x } performed to two given statesρ 0 andρ 1 such that
Here the probability distributions p i (x) = Tr[ρ iÊx ] are obtained by performing a given POVM {Ê x }, satisfying xÊ x = 1,Ê x ≥ 0, on two states. The quantum fidelity reduces to a simpler form as [8] F (ρ 0 ,ρ 1 ) = Tr ρ From the definition of quantum fidelity, it is obvious that finding the optimal POVM is crucial to maximally distinguish two given quantum states. It has been found that the optimal measurements have to satisfŷ
Tr(Ŵρ
whereŴ is a unitary operator satisfyingŴρ
and µ x is a constant [42] . In the case of fullrank statesρ 0 andρ 1 , the optimal measurement {Ê x } is unique and consists of projections onto the eigenbasis of a Hermitian operator, written bŷ
Thus, simplifying the operatorM to find its eigenbasis is the central task to determine the optimal measurement. We note a simple property of the operatorM ,
whereÛ is a unitary operator.
III. OPTIMAL MEASUREMENTS FOR MULTI-MODE GAUSSIAN STATES
Let us consider n bosonic modes described by quadrature operatorsQ ≡ (x 1 ,p 1 ,x 2 ,p 2 , ...,x n ,p n ) which satisfy the canonical commutation relations [49] [Q j ,Q k ] = iΩ jk , Ω = 1 n ⊗ 0 1 −1 0 , where 1 n is the n × n identity matrix. Transformations of coordinates that preserve the canonical commutation relation can be represented by symplectic transformation matrices S such that SΩS T = Ω. Gaussian states are a special class of continuous variables states. They are defined as the states whose Wigner function is a Gaussian distribution [3, [28] [29] [30] [31] . It is known that an arbitrary Gaussian state can be written in the Gibbs-exponential form as [41] ,
where u = Tr[ρQ] is the first moment vector, G is the Gibbs matrix defined as G = 2iΩ coth −1 (2V iΩ) with the covariance matrix V jk = Tr[ρ{Q j − u j ,Q k − u k }]/2, and Z V = det(V + iΩ/2) is a normalization factor which we omit throughout this work for convenience. The Gibbsexponential form of Eq. (5) makes it easy to deal with the square root of density matrices. After some algebra (see Appendix A for the detail), we find that the operatorM takes the exponential form, written up to an unimportant normalization factor aŝ
where the matrix G M is the solution of the equation
andD(u) = e −u T iΩQ is the displacement operator, v M is a real vector, which can be explicitly expressed for particular cases as below. For equal covariance matrices Eq. (7) has a trivial solution G M = 0, allowing Eq. (6) to take a simpler formM =
The eigenbasis of the operatorM is thus that of a quadrature operator followed by a unitary operatorD(u 1 ), which is also that of a quadrature operator. For G 0 = G 1 , on the other hand, one can writê
where
Note that v M = 0 for equal displacements (u 0 = u 1 ). When G 0 and G 1 are diagonalized by the same symplectic matrix S, all modes of the states can be completely decoupled to be a product of single-mode states by applying a unitary operationÛ S corresponding to S. We thus investigate single-mode cases more intensively in the following section. It is known that the Gibbs matrices are singular when symplectic eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are equal to 1/2 [41] . The continuity of the above expression enables the singular case to be treated as a limiting case. To this end, we replace the singular symplectic eigenvalues by 1/2 + with a small positive , by which Eq. (7) is well-defined as e iΩG M = e −iΩG1/2 e iΩG1/2 e iΩG0 e iΩG1/2 e −iΩG1/2 . (9)
In the limit → 0, the unique solution of the above expression gives rise to the optimal measurements. It is worth emphasizing that when rank-deficient states are involved, optimal measurements may not be unique.
IV. OPTIMAL MEASUREMENTS FOR SINGLE-MODE GAUSSIAN STATES
Any single-mode Gaussian state can be written aŝ
n /(n + 1) n+1 |n n| is a thermal state with the average number of thermal quantan = (coth(ν/2) − 1)/2, andŜ(ξ) is a squeezing operator with a squeezing parameter ξ ≡ re iθs ∈ C. Note that when θ s = 0, the Gibbs matrix is written as
Let us consider two single-mode Gaussian statesρ i (i = 0, 1) characterized by u i and G i . With introducing a symplectic matrix S that diagonalizes G 1 such that G 1 = (S −1 ) T D 1 S −1 with D 1 = ν1 2 [41] , the two-Gaussian states can be written in a more compact way asρ
whereÛ S is a unitary operator satisfyingÛ SQÛ † S = S −1Q . Thus, without loss of generality, the above symplectic transformation simplifies the initial problem of distinguishing between two arbitrary Gaussian states, so that we focus on distinguishing between one squeezed state and a thermal state, up to Gaussian unitary oper-ationsD(u 1 ) andÛ S . Furthermore, since thermal states are invariant under rotation, we can further simplify the problem to one between a thermal state and a squeezed state alongx orp direction. In order to do that we introduce a rotation operatorÛ O and a corresponding or-
, so that the two single-mode Gaussian states can be decomposed aŝ
where v 0 = (SO) −1 (u 0 − u 1 ). Since the quantum fidelity is invariant under unitary operations by definition, without loss of generality, the matrixM for arbitrary two single-mode states can be expressed byM for a general Gaussian state that is squeezed by a squeezing parameterr 0 alongx orp axis,σ 0 ≡ρ G [D 0 , v 0 ], and a thermal state,σ 1 ≡ρ G [D 1 , 0], under a transformation bŷ U ≡D(u 1 )Û SÛO . Such simplification enables the ma-trixM to take the form of
Consider the case thatρ 0 andρ 1 are full-rank states, i.e.,n i = 0. For the states with G 0 = G 1 , one can easily show thatM = e v T M (Q−u1) where v M = tanh(ν/2)(S −1 ) T v 0 and its eigenbasis is that of a quadrature operator, as in the multi-mode case. When G 0 = G 1 , on the other hand, the operator of Eq. (10) can be expressed asM
for which Eqs. (6) and (8) are taken into account. Here, G M is obtained by solving Eq. (7) with G i replaced by D i . Let us now simplify the matrixM of Eq. (11) and find its eigenbasis. The effect of the first moments u 0 and u 1 is contained in the displacement vector u M whose full expression is shown in Appendix A. The crucial step to obtain the optimal measurements is thus the diagonalization of the operatorρ G [G M , 0]. From the form ofρ G [G M , 0], one can see that the eigenbasis ofM is classified by the signs of the eigenvalues, d 1 and d 2 , of G M .
(i) If the signs of eigenvalues of G M are the same (d 1 d 2 > 0), i.e., G M is positive-definite or negativedefinite, the eigenbasis ofM is that of the number operatorn = (x 2 +p 2 − 1)/2 followed by Gaussian unitary operations includingÛ and a squeezing operation that makes the magnitude of eigenvalues same.
(ii) If the signs of eigenvalues are different (d 1 d 2 < 0), the eigenbasis ofM is that ofxp +px followed by Gaussian unitary operations.
(iii) If only one of the eigenvalues is zero (d 1 d 2 = 0, but d 1 + d 2 = 0), the eigenbasis ofM is that of a quadrature operator along a certain direction.
In summary, once the signs of the eigenvalues of G M are known, the optimal measurement can be determined by the above classification. It can also be represented as a function ofn 0 andr 0 for a givenn 1 , as shown in Fig. 2 , where the regions are distinguished by the spectrum of the matrix G M (see Appendix B to get the spectrum). It is worth discussing special cases, when each type is optimal. First, consider the case that whenσ 0 is also a thermal state, so that D 0 = diag(g 0 , g 0 ), and G 0 and G 1 are diagonalized by the same symplectic transformation. In this case, Eq. (7) leads toρ G [G M , 0] = exp − 1 2 (g 1 − g 0 )Q TQ , and the eigenbasis ofM is the number basis followed byÛ andD(u M ). Hence, type-(i) is optimal. This result can also be inferred by the fact that the same unitary operation diagonalizes the both states into thermal states, and their eigenbasis is the
Classification of optimal measurements as a function ofr0 andn0 for a givenn1. The regions where type-(i) and type-(ii) are optimal are divided by the the black curves at which type-(iii) is optimal. At the intersection point (white colored circle) whenn0 =n1 andr0 = 0, i.e., the two states are identical, the quantum fidelity is just unity.
number state. Second, consider the case whenn 0 =n 1 and D 0 has distinct eigenvalues, i.e.,σ 0 is a squeezed state. It renders the signs of d 1 and d 2 being different regardless ofr 0 andn 0 =n 1 , i.e., type-(ii) is optimal. Third, consider the case that either of d 1 or d 2 is zero. When d 2 = 0, Eq. (7) has a solution only when e 2r =n 0 (n 0 + 1)(2n 1 + 1) n 1 (n 1 + 1)(2n 0 + 1)
,
and the operatorM is simply written asM =
Thus, type-(iii) with the quadrature measurement ofx is optimal, reproducing the same results in Ref. 33 . Similarly, when d 1 = 0, Eq. (7) has a solution only when e 2r =n 1 (n 1 + 1)(2n 0 + 1) n 0 (n 0 + 1)(2n 1 + 1)
.
and type-(iii) with the quadrature measurement ofp is optimal. Now consider the case of rank-deficient Gaussian states. Since all rank-deficient Gaussian states are a pure state and the inverse of a pure state does not exist,M of Eq. (3) needs to be treated with care. Assumingρ 1 is a pure state without loss of generality, one can write the operatorM of Eq. (3) with projectingρ 0 andρ 1 into the support ofρ 1 , where the inverse can be defined, as [2] M =ρ
whereΠ 1 is the projector onto the support ofρ 1 . For ρ 1 = |ψ 1 ψ 1 | and consequentlyΠ 1 = |ψ 1 ψ 1 |, it is therefore clear thatM ∝ |ψ 1 ψ 1 |. The same result can also be derived by considering pure states as a limiting case of zero-temperature (see Appendix C for the detail). Thus, an optimal POVM set is {|ψ 1 ψ 1 |, 1 − |ψ 1 ψ 1 |}, and can be implemented by applying the Gaussian unitary transformation S † (ξ 1 )D † (α 1 ) that transformsρ 1 to a vacuum state followed by performing on/off detection. It is worth emphasizing again that the optimal measurement offered by the operatorM when pure states are involved is not unique, so that the suggested setup is merely one of the optimal measurements, all satisfying the conditions of Eqs. (1) and (2).
V. OPTIMAL POVM FOR QUANTUM FISHER INFORMATION
Quantum parameter estimation is an informational task to estimate an unknown parameter θ of interest by using quantum systems [5] . In a standard scenario of quantum parameter estimation, N independent copies of quantum states that contain information about the unknown parameter are measured by a POVM, and the estimation is performed by manipulating the measurement data. The ultimate precision bound of the estimation is governed by quantum Cramér-Rao inequality, stating that the mean square error of any unbiased estimator is lower-bounded by the inverse of quantum Fisher information multiplied by the number of copies N [5] . Thus, quantum Fisher information is the most crucial quantity which determines the ultimate precision of estimation [22] , which is written as
whereL θ is the symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD) operator satisfying ∂ρ θ /∂θ =ρ θLθ +L θρθ .
The quantum Fisher information H(θ) can be written in terms of quantum fidelity F (ρ θ ,ρ θ+dθ ) as [41] 
It implies that quantum parameter estimation is related to distinguishing two infinitesimally close statesρ θ and ρ θ+dθ . Indeed, similar to the quantum fidelity, quantum Fisher information is defined as the maximal classical Fisher information over all possible POVMs, and the optimal POVM {Ê x } has to satisfy [22]
The derivation is provided in Appendix D. As a remark, note that the expressions of G M , v M and quantum Fisher information are equivalent to those found in Refs. 31 and 50, but our derivation based on quantum fidelity is significantly simpler and straightforward. Furthermore, by replacing a single-parameter θ by a multi-parameter θ and defining the SLD operatorsL θi by ∂ρ θ /∂ θ i =ρ θL θi +L θiρ θ , the expression of quantum Fisher information matrix H ij ( θ) = Tr[ρ θ {L θi ,L θj } + ] can be easily derived by using a similar method [51, 52] . In the following subsections, we find optimal measurements for displacement, phase, squeezing, and loss parameter estimation in relation to our results for quantum fidelity.
A. Displacement parameter estimation
For a single-mode Gaussian probe stateρ, the displacement operationD(α) only changes the first moment while keeping the second moments fixed:
where α ∈ R is assumed without loss of generality. Therefore, the first moment vectors and the covariance matrices ofρ α andρ α+dα are related as
respectively. Since the covariance matrix is invariant, one can immediately see that the optimal measurement for quantum fidelity betweenρ α andρ α+dα is type-(iii), so that the optimal measurement for estimation of the displacement parameter α is also type-(iii). Explicitly, using the expression of v M , one can easily obtain the SLD operator and quantum Fisher information:
B. Phase parameter estimation
Let us consider a single-mode Gaussian probe stateρ that undergoes a phase shifterR(θ) with a phase parameter θ to be estimated. Since the displacement operation performed to the probe state does not change the type of optimal measurement, we focus on only the state with zero-mean for simplicity, i.e.,
whereR(θ) = e −iθQ TQ /2 is a rotation operator. The relevant states under investigation areρ θ andρ θ+dθ , but the full expressions with an arbitrary angle θ get involved without altering the type of optimal measurement. We thus consider the statesρ θ andρ θ+dθ at θ = 0, and assumeρ 0 to be the p-squeezed thermal state and ρ dθ = lim θ→0ρθ is a rotated squeezed thermal state without loss of generality. Let us proceed withρ 0 andρ θ first, and then take the limit θ → 0 at the end. The covariance matrices ofρ 0 andρ θ are respectively written as
V θ ∝ cosh 2r + cos 2θ sinh 2r sinh 2r sin 2θ sinh 2r sin 2θ cosh 2r − cos 2θ sinh 2r ,
where the proportionality becomes an equality when adding a pre-factor of (2n+1)/2. Since the average numbers of thermal quanta are the same between the above two states, one may immediately infer that the optimal measurement is type-(ii). Let us see if this is indeed the case. For the statesρ 0 andρ θ , it can be shown that
where a constant A is given such that cos A = (4n 2 +4n+ 2)/[(4n 2 +2n+1)(4n 2 +6n+3)+(2n+1) 2 cos 2θ +2(2n+ 1) 2 cosh 4r sin 2 θ] 1/2 . The matrix G M satisfies Eq. (7) , and indicates that the optimal measurement for quantum fidelity betweenρ 0 andρ θ is type-(iii). To apply this to quantum Fisher information, we take the limit θ → 0, resulting in G M = (2n + 1) sinh 2r 2n 2 + 2n + 1 dθ 0 1 1 0 .
Hence,
whereL θ is the SLD operator in phase estimation [46] . This reveals that the operatorsM andL θ have the common eigenbasis. It is now clear that the optimal measurement for phase parameter estimation is type-(ii), as also recently found via the SLD operator in Ref. 46 . Also note that while the above result is derived by an explicit optimal measurement for quantum fidelity, the same result can be easily derived by using Eq. (18).
C. Squeezing parameter estimation
We consider squeezing parameter estimation with an arbitrary Gaussian state as a probe state,
where we assume ζ = s ∈ R for simplicity. It corresponds to the case when we estimate the strength of squeezing parameter along thep axis. Since thatρ ζ andρ ζ+dζ have different squeezing parameters under the same average number of thermal quanta, just like the case of phase estimation, the optimal measurement is type-(ii). Indeed, one can derive the SLD operator using Eq. (18), 
D. Loss parameter estimation
Consider a single-mode Gaussian probe stateρ that undergoes a phase-insensitive loss channel, and the dynamics of the state is described by the quantum master equation as
whereâ = (x + ip)/ √ 2 is the annihilation operator and γ is the loss rate to be estimated. The solution of the above differential equation for a single-mode Gaussian probe state can be given in terms of the first moment vector and the covariance matrix as [28] u 0 → u t = e −γt/2 u 0 ,
Note that the dynamics of the covariance matrix does not change the symplectic transformation diagonalizing the covariance matrix. It is thus clear that the optimal parameter for quantum fidelity betweenρ γ andρ γ+dγ is type-(i), so the optimal measurement for loss parameter estimation is also type-(i). Specifically, one can easily obtain that G M = A diag(sin 4 φ − e −2r cos 4 φ, sin 4 φ − e 2r cos 4 φ)tdγ,
where we have defined cos 2 φ = e −γt and A = 4/(sin 2 φ −2 sinh 2 r cos 4φ + cosh 2r + 7 ) and zero-mean input states are assumed for simplicity. The matrix G M is obviously negative-definite; thus it corresponds to type-(i). This reproduces the result in Ref. 45 and 47 . The optimality of type-(i) holds also for other phase-insensitive loss parameter estimations as long as the symplectic matrix that diagonalizes the covariance matrix does not change.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have found the optimal POVMs for quantum fidelity between two multi-mode Gaussian states in a closed analytical form. The full generality of our result has allowed us to further elaborate on the case of single-mode Gaussian states in depth. We have demonstrated that there exist only three different types of optimal measurements, along with Gaussian operations including a unitary operationÛ that transformsρ 0 andρ 1 to squeezed states along eitherx orp and a thermal state, respectively, andD(u M ) that arises due to the difference in displacements. The number counting measurement is optimal when the covariance matrices of the states are diagonalized by the same symplectic matrix, while the projection onto the eigenbasis ofxp +px is optimal when the average number of thermal quanta of two quantum states is the same. Optimality of quadrature measurement holds for two cases: when the covariance matrices are the same or when two Gaussian states satisfy the conditions of Eqs. (12) and (13) . We have also applied our results to various parameter estimation scenarios in Gaussian metrology. We have proven the equivalence between the optimal measurement for quantum fidelity and that for quantum Fisher information, enabling to readily derive optimal measurements for quantum parameter estimation. We expect our approach to pave the way to further investigate the quantum parameter estimation.
While the number resolving detection and the quadrature measurement are experimentally feasible with current technology, the measurement setup projecting onto the eigenbasis of the POVMxp+px is not yet known. We hope that an appropriate measurement setup will be constructed in the near future in response to the significance arising from this work and the recent study for phase estimation [46] . We also leave further classification of optimal measurements for multi-mode Gaussian states as future work, which can be made straightforwardly from our results at the expense of increased complexity. e iΩG1/2 l 1 is a pure imaginary vector. Especially if G 0 =
are not diagonal, we introduce a symplectic transformation that diagonalizes the Gibbs matrices,
where we have used Eq. (4) When G M = 0, we can conclude that the matrixM can be always written in the Gibbs-exponential form,
where u M = (e −iΩG M − 1) −1 m. Therefore, we can rewriteM aŝ
Here
(A2), it is clear that G M is the solution of
The vector u M is written as u M = (e −iΩG M − 1) −1 e iΩG1/2 (e −iΩG K /2 − 1)
×(e −iΩG K − 1) −1 e −iΩG1/2 (e −iΩG0 − 1)v 0 .
Appendix B: Full equation for d1 and d2.
We simplify Eq. (7) for the single-mode case, replacing G 0 by D 0 = diag(d 1 , d 2 ) and G 1 by D 1 = 2 coth(2n+1)1. Expanding the matrices by Pauli matrices and using cosh g 1 = 2n 1 + 1 2n 1 (n 1 + 1)
, sinh g 1 = 2n 2 1 + 2n 1 + 1 2n 1 (n 1 + 1) , the left hand side of Eq. (7) is written as
where L 0 = (d 1 + d 2 ) 2n 1 + 1 2n 1 (n 1 + 1)
L 1 = −i (d 1 − d 2 ) 2n 2 1 + 2n 1 + 1 2n 1 (n 1 + 1) sinh 2 √ d 1 d 2 2 √ d 1 d 2 + 2n 1 + 1 2n 1 (n 1 + 1)
L 2 = 2n 2 1 + 2n 1 + 1 2n 1 (n 1 + 1) (d 1 − d 2 ) 2 − (d 1 + d 2 ) 2 cosh 2 √ d 1 d 2 4d 1 d 2 − 2n 1 + 1 2n 1 (n 1 + 1)
The right hand side can be written as
where R 0 = 2n 2 0 + 2n 0 + 1 2n 0 (n 0 + 1) ,
R 1 = i(2n 0 + 1) sinh 2r 2n 0 (n 0 + 1) ,
R 2 = − (2n 0 + 1) cosh 2r 2n 0 (n 0 + 1) . Such state is pure in the limit of → 0. The analysis can be trivially extended to a non-diagonal case by adding a squeezing operation SV S T . One can find that e iΩG = W − 1 1 W + 1 1 = 1 + 1 P + Q + O( 2 ) , (C1)
where W = −2V iΩ and P = 1 2 1 −i i 1 , Q = 1 1 − P.
Note P 2 = P and Q 2 = Q, so they are projection operators. The Gibbs matrix of the operatorM satisfies e iΩG1 = e −iΩG M e iΩG0 e −iΩG M . (C3)
In the limit of that G 1 corresponds to the pure state |ψ 1 ψ 1 |, we use Eqs. (C1) to write e iΩG1 ≈ P . Then a possible solution for e −iΩG M is e −iΩG M ≈ αP because the above equation (C3) becomes α 2 P e iΩG0 P = e iΩG1 ≈ P , which is approximately true for some α. Indeed, for any stateρ 0 with non-zero overlap withρ 1 , it is P e iΩG1 P ∝ P . Therefore, e −iΩG M ∝ P ∝ e iΩG1 , namelŷ M ∝ 1 − |ψ 1 ψ 1 |, where all approximations in the above equations refer to corrections that disappear in the limit of → 0. The operatorM implies that the measurement {|ψ 1 ψ 1 | , 1 − |ψ 1 ψ 1 |} is optimal.
Appendix D: The relation between optimal measurements for quantum fidelity and quantum Fisher information
Letρ 0 =ρ + dρ andρ 1 =ρ. For simplicity we assumê ρ is a full-rank state, which implies thatρ 0 andρ 1 are full-rank states. Let ρ One can immediately see that this is equivalent to Eq. (15) .
Appendix E: Limit of GM matrix
Consider the estimation of parameter θ. The matrix G M is given by the solution of e iΩG M = e −iΩG θ /2 e iΩG θ /2 e iΩG θ+dθ e iΩG θ /2 e −iΩG θ /2
The operator G M is infinitesimal, as to the zeroth order the two matrices G θ and G θ+dθ are equal and G M = 0. Therefore, we write iΩG M = Cdθ for some unknown matrix C. Similarly we write iΩG θ = A and iΩG θ+dθ = A + Bdθ for some matrices A and B. From the above equation, C is the solution of Using the notation from Ref. [41] we may write e iΩG θ = W θ −1 1 W θ +1 1 and expand the matrices W θ as W θ+dθ = W A + W B dθ with W θ = W A . Therefore e A+Bdθ = e iΩG θ+dθ = 1 1 − 2 1 1 W θ+dθ + 1 1
and C is the solution of e A C + Ce A = 1 2 (e A − 1 1)W B (e A − 1 1) ,
